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How we identify ourselves is central to our self-awareness and thus to our practice of Christian
faith in the modern world. I have suggested that Christians in America have increasingly
identified themselves by their ideology, not by their living faith in Jesus Christ, faith that leads
them to “love their neighbor.” James D. Hunter concludes:

Next to their occupation or profession, their commitments as Democrats, or Republicans, pro-
lifers or pro-choicers, conservative, liberal, gay, and so on, compete to form the largest part of a
person’s identity in pubic. These tendencies are more pronounced within the professional classes
than among business people or wage earners but it is a pervasive tendency all the same. Taken to
an extreme, identity becomes so tightly linked with ideology that partisan commitment becomes a
measure of their moral significance; of whether a person is judged good or bad. This is the face of
identity politics (To Save the World, 105).

The Leadership Drain

The vast majority of pastors, as revealed in a number of surveys, declare that leadership is their
greatest weakness. They admit to having become managers of ecclesial organizations and
speakers in churches on Sunday. But less than 10% (in one survey) said that they believed they
were leaders. A leader exercises influence, casts vision and helps people to follow that vision.
Modern ideology and modern ways of training men and women for pastoral ministry have
impacted the church profoundly in this area. We need to understand how and why and what we
can do about this problem.

Our schools have prepared future ministers to be students who can exegete a text, clinicians who
can listen and help people in personal crisis and managers who can direct programs and serve the
social structures of the church. But they have not conveyed clearly how to be a godly, praying,
spiritually-formed leaders who can inspire and build up people in their daily lives. And they have
not been taught how to prophesy the Word of the Lord.

In my lifetime I have seen the role of the pastor change dramatically. I remember my childhood
pastors being shepherds of people and leaders who gave a vision to our collective witness. I held
my pastors in high esteem. Today this has changed. Pastors are much less accessible to people, far
less able to cast clear vision, and churches collectively languish in spirit. This has created a tragic
gulf between leaders and people. People now demand managers for the church. They do not want
prophets who will challenge them to think and become truly different in faith and virtue.



My experience, and all the research I have done over these last twenty years with ACT 3, tells me
that we have a major leadership crisis in 2010. Though we have more books and seminars on
leadership than ever we seem to have few who believe they are leaders, called by God to serve his
Word and his people. The oft-cited text from the King James Version may not be a perfect
translation but the sense of it still applies: “Where there is no vision (i.e., revelation) the people
perish.” If vision flows from divine revelation then leaders must be with God, hear God and speak
boldly for God if they are to truly lead people. Clearly this marked the Christian church in the
context of Pentecost:

“In the last days,” God says, “I will pour out my Spirit upon all people. Sons and daughters will
prophesy. Your young men will see visions and your old men will dream dreams. In those days I
will pour out my Spirit even on my servants [true leaders]--men and women alike--and they will
prophesy [speak boldly what God has revealed] (Acts 2:17–18).

What Happened to Prophetic Preaching?

I have heard countless debates over my lifetime about the difference between teaching and
preaching. Most of them are rather shallow. I do believe there is a difference, and this difference
can be biblically established, but the primary element in true preaching is the “prophetic.” The
problem here may be with our narrow definitions of prophecy, but this broadly used biblical word
refers to faithful and Spirit-anointed delivery of the Word of the Lord to God’s people. This Word
may have been received in several different ways (including dreams and visions) but what is
delivered is faithful to Christ and the gospel, not novel and bizarre ideas. When I have been asked
what distinguishes preaching from teaching I have answered: “You will know the difference
when you hear preaching, I assure you. It is different from teaching and the hearer will simply
know.”

I think the major problem, besides our lack of preparedness and the proper use of Scripture, is that
preaching has become ideological rather than theological. It is more about the prejudices and
values of our surrounding culture, than about the Law, the Wisdom Literature, the Prophets, the
Gospels, the Epistles and the Apocalypse, all understood as centered in the person and glory of
the Lamb on a throne.

Ideological preaching absolutizes a particular philosophy and value system that serves the interest
of a particular social group. If the congregation is white and middle-class then the ideology of the
leadership and the pulpit fits that demographic. If it is more liberal, then it fits there just as well.
If it is African-American, then it fits there all too comfortably. On and on I could go to make the
same point but the idea here is that ideology drives the pulpit and vision of the American church.

Donald Bloesch wrote way back in 1970:



Types of ideology that are rampant today are the old-time religion, the New Social Gospel, the
Reformed tradition and the American Way of life. What we have called inspirational speaking is
almost always ideology because it tends to reinforce the social bias of the congregation (The
Reform of the Church, 1970, 18).

The Social Bias of the Congregation

Donald Bloesch adds, in the same book just cited:

[Ideological preachers] soothe rather than challenge, inspire rather than convert. It can be said
that preaching will be either ideological, i.e., it will reflect the values and aspirations, or it will be
biblical and evangelical which means it will contravene the Zeigeist [the spirit of the times] (The
Reform of the Church, 18).

The problem, I humbly submit, is sectarian preaching. And we are sectarian precisely because we
have refused to hear Jesus’ prayer for us in John 17:20–23. We enthrone the values of the culture
and the social benefits of the way things are for our particular congregation. We don’t want a
sermon that forces us to actually deal with the sins of our specific time. Ideological preaching is
often close to the message of the false prophets, though I am quite sure most who preach this way
have no intention of being unfaithful to God or his Word. What is clear is that many ministers
will lose their present ministry if they speak the truth in love and seek to lead their people away
from ideology and toward the Christ revealed in the New Testament. (This is especially true if we
made a point of the Sermon on the Mount, to give but one example that vexes us!)

The pressure on ministers, and other church leaders, in our present context is immense. The
congregation has the real power in this relationship since they can (in most instances) get rid of
their pastor. Pastors who may have been good leaders have often lost their calling to a particular
congregation. The result is a renewed understanding of how the system works thus the next call
will not involve prophetic ministry. Even where there is a bishop involved the people can take
steps to move the pastor or priest. Being a pastor in the church today is not an easy task. (It never
was easy but it has gotten a lot more difficult since Bloesch wrote his warnings about ideological
preaching in 1970!)

The Reasons for the Dearth of Prophetic Preaching and Leadership

There are several reasons for this dearth of prophetic preaching and leadership. One is that
ministers are no longer real students of the Word and theology. Scholarship, in the best sense, is
virtually absent in modern ministry. Scholars teach in schools while pastors are not good scholars
(leaders who truly read and think deeply). Pastors are more likely to be managers of the local
church. For pastors we want them to be practical folks who can handle a myriad of tasks well.
Bloesch wrote: “They are either unable or unwilling to apply themselves to serious study” (The
Reform of the Church, 18). Ouch!



Second, ministry leaders are no longer men and women of meditation and contemplation. In the
first place they do not “soak” themselves in biblical and theological texts and meditate, or
ruminate. There is little time for this since there is work to be done at all costs. And there is even
less time for contemplation.

Gregory the Great summed up the meaning of contemplation in the sixth century when he
described it as the knowledge of God that is impregnated with love. Ronald Rolheiser says:
“Contemplation meant bringing together the two temples, the one in the sky with the one on the
earth” (The Shattered Lantern, 61). Contemplation is a readiness and practice of waiting before
God and listening. Words are minimal in contemplation. Ronald Rolheiser concludes that the
non-contemplative is:

   1. Work orientated and too busy to go to the wedding banquet.
   2. Reality holds no mystery beyond the empirical thus the empirical is the basis for anything       
 considered valid in human experience.
   3. Nothing is truly sacrosanct.
   4. Ordinary awareness is distorted by unhealthy idiosyncrasy. 

I cannot think of a better description of modern Christian faith and practice than these four
conclusions. Without a recovery of contemplation, especially in our leaders, we are in deep
trouble.

Third, the fact that most Protestant ministers have been trained to serve the middle- and upper-
classes makes it “difficult for them to transcend bourgeois values and prejudices” (Bloesch, 18).
Most ministers have a hard time identifying with the poor and social outcasts because they do not
have time or context in which to become really involved with them. It is not surprising that few
sermons are heard that address affluence and its dangers as well as serving those on the margins
of our society. And national sins, such as our open embrace of militarism and opulence, are
hardly ever mentioned.

Conclusion

Donald Bloesch asked in 1970, “Can it be that much of the language in the pulpit today is
meaningless because God is withholding His Spirit in judgment upon men who speak in His name
but yet condone evils which are explicitly condemned in Scripture” (19)? Clearly we have learned
how to handle the Scripture in ways that make hard truths more palatable. Surely we have all
contributed to this massive problem. Surely all of us can see the need to repent if God gives us
“eyes to see and ears to hear.”
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